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Executive Summary 
Smart phones now account for 75 percent of mobile subscriptions according to BIA/Kelsey. Stemming 
from their evolving capabilities (i.e. location awareness, connectivity, optics), location targeted mobile 
advertising continues its rapid ascent. BIA/Kelsey projects it to reach $19 billion in the U.S. this year.  

Google supports these findings, reporting that 80 percent of smartphone owners search for local 
information, and 80 percent of those users want ads customized to their locale. Moreover, 73 percent of 
mobile searches result in conversions (such as calling a business). Half of those happen within one hour.  

BIA/Kelsey forecast data and insights likewise indicate that mobile users are "high intent" customers who 
often have a sense of immediacy (read: ready to buy). Correspondingly, mobile ad networks confirm 
performance deltas – such as higher click through rates and phone calls – for location targeted ads.  

But the emergence of mobile has also made advertising more complex as the technology and consumer 
behavior evolve. For example, advertisers’ affinity for proof of ROI and attribution is technically difficult 
when consumer decision-making happens across several devices including desktop, tablet and mobile.  

This challenge is amplified for national companies that must align brand messages with local presence. 
Those localized entities include retail partners, franchisees, distributors, and affiliates. This makes it 
difficult to achieve consistent messaging and service levels across geographically disparate entities.  

These challenges are highlighted by the size of the market opportunity: National brand spending will 
represent 43 percent of location based advertising by 2018 according to BIA/Kelsey. That’s about $68 
billion – an amount that makes multi-location marketing strategies increasingly critical.  

Some of the areas where these strategies will focus include social media, listings management, ratings and 
reviews, search engine optimization, and of course, mobile. This report examines each of these areas and 
their impact on multi-location advertising in the mobile age.  
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Multi-Dimensional Opportunity 
Location targeted advertising is among the hottest areas of technology and media. This has stemmed 
from, and piggybacked on, the growth and excitement around mobile. The trend has accelerated since the 
iPhone’s 2007 launch, a notable inflection point in mobile hardware and advertising media.  

Mobile’s cohesion with local and location-targeted content is clear. The two go hand in hand, owing 
mostly to the form factor. The device is location aware, and it goes with consumers to the store (or 
wherever they’re going), creating the opportunity for the elusive “closed loop” in mobile ad attribution.1  

This has led to a renaissance in local media and advertising, with an entire ecosystem of support 
industries, vendors, and independent developers. Meanwhile, on the buy side, advertisers have included 
both SMBs and national advertisers that want to localize campaigns. 

Not surprisingly, mobile ad revenues in the U.S. have included mostly the latter. This is a matter of scale, 
as well as SMBs’ characteristic latent adoption of technology and advertising media. Larger enterprises are 
simply more capable of adopting emerging technologies such as mobile advertising.  

Nowhere do “national” and “local” come together more than with multi-location businesses. They are 
inherently national in their footprint and resources; but they are local in that they compete for customers 
in the local markets where they are present. They are, therefore, a big part of the local advertising 
discussion.  

In addition to having deeper pockets, multi-location businesses have unique attributes, which require 
specific tactics. For example, several locations present the unique challenge of listings management. 
Likewise, national companies’ brand sensitivity makes social media a different ballgame. These challenges 
are explored below. 

 

Centralized or De-Centralized: The Core Challenge 
Another challenge lies with the question of whether local franchisees should be able to interact fully with 
marketing campaigns or if corporate headquarters should maintain control. That involves everything from 
setting marketing budgets to campaign execution.  

The right answer usually lies somewhere in between, and depends on the organization. Aflac’s Leah 
Pringle explained to BIA/Kelsey that it allows local agents to market their “personalities” – as is important 
in agent-based businesses – but it controls the templates and tools within which they can operate.  

Multi-location marketing specialist MomentFeed provides engagement analytics for individual stores. Its 
brand clients can determine whether to keep customer interaction centralized or allow franchisees to 
manage. This is important with social media, given that its unstructured nature creates a level of brand 
risk.  

                                                      
1 See BIA/Kelsey report: Attribution: The Next Phase in the Age of Mobile Advertising. 

http://www.biakelsey.com/Research-and-Analysis/Reports/Sponsored-Research/Mobile-Advertising-Attribution.asp
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MomentFeed CEO Robert Blatt told BIA/Kelsey that his company provides "a halo of information" for a 
range of attributes in each location. That can be used at the local or brand/national level and optimized 
for mobile users including time-sensitive and location-targeted messaging. 

 

Multi-Location Advertising Factors 
There are several functional areas that orbit the multi-location advertising picture. These relate to many 
overall trends in the advertising and media worlds, but take unique form for multi-location businesses. 
The remainder of this report will unpack these factors. In summary, they include:  

• Mobile: For all the reasons and data cited above, the consumer path to purchase increasingly 
includes mobile. Furthermore, the mobile “touch point” tends to happen at influential parts of the 
buying cycle such as at (or near) the point of sale. For example, finding the closest Starbucks, 
McDonald’s or Walgreens on a mobile device is an increasingly common scenario. 

• Local Search: Search continues to be a front door to local commerce, while its winning tactics are 
evolving rapidly with the exploding volumes of data and “signals” from mobile devices. Those 
include listings data (structured content) and reviews (unstructured content).  

• Listings: In the age of big data, specialized agencies manage the organization and upkeep of 
multiple locations. This is important for both customer experience and search engine optimization 
(correct listings metadata). The frequent movement of ATMs or Starbucks locations – each with 
different hours of operations – are examples of the need for listings management.  

• Ratings and Reviews: Consumers are becoming more empowered through increasingly portable 
channels (i.e. Yelp reviews via mobile). Though this can create unwelcome volatility, it’s an 
opportunity for multi-location businesses – both at the corporate or franchisee level – to join and 
steer the conversation. If used correctly, it can also be a customer service tool to recover lost 
business. 

• Social Media: Consumers are curating, “liking” and sharing local transactional experiences. This is 
significant for national companies who have a large vested interest in preserving or growing 
brand equity. These organizations are increasingly monitoring user-generated content, such as 
Facebook comments and Instagram photos. This is to build awareness and consumer 
engagement at the local level – where business happens.  

• Programmatic Advertising2: Automating ad placement is important, given local merchants’ 
characteristic time scarcity and lack of marketing savvy. Programmatic advertising – long available 
for larger enterprises – continues to be more accessible and affordable down market.  

We’ll examine these areas in greater depth the coming pages.  

 

                                                      

2 Programmatic advertising is introduced here but will not be covered further in this report. It will be the 
dedicated focus of an upcoming BIA/Kelsey report. 
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Factor 1: Mobile 
Revenue derived from location-targeted mobile advertising will grow from $4.2 billion in 2014 to $17.9 
billion in 2019, according to BIA/Kelsey. Mobile will also claim a greater share of overall location-targeted 
ad spending, growing from 4.7 percent in 2015 to 11.3 percent in 2019.   

Figure 1: U.S. Location Targeted Mobile Ad Spend 

  

Source: BIA/Kelsey, 2014 

Figure 2: Mobile’s Share of Local Ad Market Grows 

  

Source: BIA/Kelsey, 2014 
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BIA/Kelsey forecast data and insights likewise indicate that mobile users are "high intent" customers who 
often have a sense of buying immediacy. Correspondingly, mobile ad networks confirm premiums and 
performance deltas – such as higher click through rates – for location targeted ads.  

Google data support these findings. The firm reports that 80 percent of mobile searchers are looking for 
local information, and 80 percent of those want ads customized to their locale. 73 percent of mobile 
searches result in conversions (such as calling a business) and half of those happen within one hour.  

So far, mobile local advertising has shown its impact in a handful of high-value vertical segments, notably 
food/restaurants, entertainment, real estate and autos. As retail data improves and is aggregated by 
companies like Retailigence, product level data will be available for mobile local search and discovery.  

For certain types of businesses that gather leads or appointments by phone (i.e. professional services or 
home services), driving and tracking the value of mobile calls is also critical. Marchex, Soleo, Invoca, and 
Ifbyphone are a few companies specializing in different aspects of this call monetization opportunity.3  

The final piece is strong analytics. This is increasingly vital (and complex) in a multi-screen world that 
clouds advertising attribution across several platforms. Data provider Acxiom reports that 93 percent of 
marketers would run more cross-channel campaigns if given better performance analytics.  

“The key now is helping the advertiser catch up to the ubiquitous consumer behavior,” said Acxiom Vice 
President of Partner and Product Strategy Josh Herman. “That gives them empirical confidence [that] 
mobile ads they buy find their audience and impact sales.” This applies especially to national brands.  

 

Factor 2: Local Search 
One key for multi-location businesses is finding the "sweet spot" for targeting mobile users. This involves 
factors such as proximity, time of day and price. Some segments, such as restaurants, find that their 
customers may travel about five miles. Urban versus rural density can also affect this “attraction circle.”  

The radius can also reach dozens of miles for big-ticket items, such as appliances or vehicles. Conversely, 
consumers may not go more than a few blocks for small utilitarian items, such as batteries or home office 
supplies. Competition in that same geographic area may also affect consumers’ choices. 

Device type also impacts search intent. Google reports that most consumers will focus on a five-mile 
range. But smartphone users are slightly more likely (72 percent) to search within that proximity than 
tablet or desktop users (66 percent). This suggests that on-the-move smartphone users are more eager to 
find things locally.  

These data have clear implications for marketing tactics: "You should use radius bidding to reach 
consumers near stores and build an attribution model for local searches," Google counsels. "You should 
make sure your product availability, address and directions appear in your ads."  

                                                      

3 See BIA/Kelsey report: Phone Calls: The Ad Currency of the Smartphone Era. 

http://www.biakelsey.com/Research-and-Analysis/Coverage-Areas/Mobile/insight-report-phonecalls-smartphone-era.asp
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Here are a few examples: 

• Facebook offers zip code-level ad targeting and is getting even more granular with its “Nearby” 
feature. It is currently a user-facing feature for friends to find each other in the real world, but 
BIA/Kelsey believes it will become a doorway for granular location-based ad targeting.  

• Google offers precise location targeting, based on a number of factors such as radius (geofence), 
neighborhood boundaries, and other factors. 

• Location-focused ad tech providers like xAd are evolving the geofence (see xAd’s “smartfence”) to 
include multidimensional factors that impact performance. Other factors beyond proximity to a 
business include the presence of target demographics that alter the shape of the geofence. This 
can also include time of day, weather and other factors that affect ad receptiveness and 
performance.  

• Retailigence aggregates SKU-level product data from retailers and other sources so that searchers 
can see not only what stores are nearby, but the products they have on the shelf right now. This is 
important because of the “lower funnel” buyer intent cited above, which makes mobile searchers 
more likely to be looking for specific model numbers, as opposed to general product research. 

• Google, through its location extensions, allows multi-location businesses to provide all of their 
locations and phone numbers. This automatically provides the nearest location, directions and 
phone numbers to searchers, wherever they happen to be. Local area codes present in these ads 
(as opposed to 800 numbers) increase click through rates by 6 percent to 8 percent according to 
Google.4  

 

Factor 3: Listings  
"NAP" (name, address, phone number) represent the basic, but core, components for local search results, 
given that Google, Yahoo, Bing and others prioritize these elements in geo-targeted searches. But it also 
goes deeper into other forms of structured (i.e. hours of operation) and unstructured data (i.e. reviews). 

Local businesses can tailor their information to boost visibility when prospective customers are searching. 
Multi-location businesses must do this on a per-location basis in many cases. The most significant 
ingredients include business "signals" that have varying impact on search rankings and quality score.  

These signals and their relative importance were recently evaluated by an annual survey of experts, 
conducted by search marketing firm Moz. The data indicate that there are a wide range of content types 
in listings-based businesses that that can have significant impact on search rankings.  

                                                      
4 See BIA/Kelsey report: Phone Calls: The Ad Currency of the Smartphone Era. 

http://www.biakelsey.com/Research-and-Analysis/Coverage-Areas/Mobile/insight-report-phonecalls-smartphone-era.asp
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Figure 3: Overall Ranking Factors 

 

Source: Moz 

Though these factors are important, their management and upkeep are sizeable challenges for single and 
multi-location businesses. The former are resource constrained and the latter have more content to 
manage. So a sizeable opportunity awaits third parties that can help do this.  

BIA/Kelsey’s Local Commerce Monitor™ (LCM) survey of SMBs supports this finding. Many respondents 
reported that they don’t manage online properties (websites, listings, etc.) on their own. Specifically, only 
28 percent of local businesses reported that they rely on paid assistance to manage online properties.  

Taking a “glass half full” view, that 28 percent indicates that demand exists and execution is underway. 
There is also a large untapped opportunity and room for growth considering the 55 percent of survey 
respondents who reported that they do not currently rely on paid assistance to manage their online 
presence.  

Figure 4: Paid Assistance for Updating Online Properties 

 

Source: BIA/Kelsey, 2014 
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Factor 4: Ratings and Reviews 
Smartphone penetration has boosted the volume of reviews written about local businesses. This is due to 
the consumer empowerment that smartphones provide to share experiences. Yelp for example lets users 
post pictures – and more recently video clips – to capture a business’s ambiance or personality.  

Mobile has boosted traditional text reviews too. In Q2 2014, Yelp announced that 40 percent of its reviews 
were written from mobile devices. And its cumulative review count grew 44 percent over 2013 to 61 
million. This relates to the content marketing trend seen throughout the advertising world.5 

Figure 5: Yelp Reviews Volume Ramping Up, Thanks to Mobile 

 

Source: Yelp 

Local reviews growth is important to businesses because it influences consumers. According to 
BIA/Kelsey’s Consumer Commerce Monitor™ (CCM), reviews are among the most trusted sources for local 
purchase decisions. Ratings and reviews come in many forms, but seem to have universal impact. 

                                                      

5 See BIA/Kelsey white paper: Content Marketing: The Organic Chemistry of the Mobile, Local, Social Age. 

http://www.biakelsey.com/Research-and-Analysis/Reports/Sponsored-Research/Content-Marketing-MobileLocalSocial-Age.asp
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Figure 6: Trust in Reviews, Ratings and Information for Local Product and Services 

 

Source: BIA/Kelsey, 2013 

The bottom line is that this influence impacts businesses for better or worse – making it critical that they 
stay on top of what’s being said about them. This is especially true with multi-location businesses, for 
which brand affinity at the national level requires upkeep at the local level, where business is actually 
done.  

"If ratings and review are negative, they are a lost sales opportunity," says Michael Mire, co-founder and 
CRO of social and listings optimization firm sweetiQ. “They create negative brand sentiment." 6 

All of the above factors and trends have caused a new environment for local business marketing. It’s a 
double-edged sword. Reviews can bury a business if unchecked; or work in its favor if correctly positioned. 
The first step for businesses can be a matter of simply listening.  

 

Factor 5: Social Media 
Similar to the growth in reviews, smartphone ubiquity has boosted consumers’ ability to capture and 
share multimedia. That has resulted in the “social sharing” movement which includes sharing pictures and 
videos on Facebook, Instagram and Vine. And it’s happening with local transactional experiences like 
dining out. 

                                                      

6 See BIA/Kelsey white paper: Local Listings and Reviews in the Mobile-Social Age. 

http://www.biakelsey.com/Research-and-Analysis/Reports/Sponsored-Research/Local-Listings-in-MobileSocialAge.asp
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Perry Evans, CEO of social media tool Closely, reports to BIA/Kelsey that Instagram is the largest source of 
local user generated content seen on its platform. This will only grow with rapid evolution in smartphone 
optics and screen size/resolution. The iPhone6, for example, has vaulted these capabilities. 

Here, the lesson is similar to that of reviews, which were covered in the previous section. It is becoming 
increasingly important for local businesses to embrace and take part of these social forums. That can 
include things like creating or having an active presence on a Facebook page or Instagram feed.  

This opportunity takes unique form for multi-location businesses. Once again, an important question is: 
what’s the level of autonomy that should be granted to individual store managers, as opposed to 
corporate oversight? When it comes to social media, that oversight can be important for brand-sensitive 
national companies.  

Another important question is whether to create individual Facebook pages for each location within a 
national chain. This has advantages in the local relevance of the individual pages, but might be 
unsustainable if there are thousands of locations, according to MomentFeed’s Blatt. 

One thing is for sure: social activity is happening whether local businesses like it or not. It’s no longer their 
choice; but they do have a choice to join the discussion. It’s generally advisable for local businesses to 
participate in customer conversations however they can. And most of them will need help to do it 
effectively.  

 

Conclusion 
Over the past decade, online and mobile media have molded new forms of cultural and consumer 
behavior. This has an especially large impact on the way consumers find things to do, buy, see or eat in 
their immediate vicinity. Meanwhile, 93 percent of U.S. consumer spending happens offline.  

This means that offline businesses that aren’t present in increasingly influential online and mobile 
channels are missing a growing chunk of their addressable market. That translates to correct listings 
information, engaging content, SEO strength, social media and reviews management.  

SMBs – sitting lower on the technological adoption spectrum – often need help achieving this. But it’s 
national, multi-location businesses that are more challenged by volume and fragmentation. And they have 
corporate support and ad budget. These factors together create a large addressable need.  

This need becomes an opportunity for ad tech providers, publishers and media companies. The most 
successful companies will be adept at the workings and latest nuances of online and mobile local media. 
This includes everything from evolving user behavior to technology and design standards.  

 

Next Steps 
The right formula for aligning local marketing and nationwide brand strategies will continue to result from 
experimentation and analytics. Brands and their localized agents/franchisees should be ready to execute a 
variety of evolving tactics. These include:   
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• Engage customers based on their existing relationship with a brand. A starting point can be as 
simple as an app, or buttons to generate directions to the nearest store within search results.  

• Refine features that help shoppers quickly find stores by staying on top of SEO. This is especially 
important as mobile search becomes a preferred way for customers to fulfill immediate local 
needs.  

• Explore free social media channels such as Facebook, Instagram, Vine and Yelp. Use the paid 
offerings of these services when testing and strategy development deem them worthwhile.  

• Social media, including ratings and reviews, will happen whether a brand/business participates or 
not. It is prudent to join that conversation so influence can be exerted. This is equally true for 
marketing (new business acquisition) as it is for customer service (retention).  

• Discover the proper formula for centralized versus de-centralized social media execution. This will 
be a function of number of locations, brand goals, and other factors named in this report. 

• Pay close attention to analytics. Individual locations can germinate best practices that are 
replicable on a national level, or within other regions where conditional variables are similar. 

• Look to best of breed technology vendors for specific functions within a local marketing strategy. 
For example: xAd for location based ad targeting; Retailigence for searchable product inventory 
databases; and Curbside for a “buy online/ pickup in store” program. These are just a few. 

• Make it easy for customers to find what they’re looking for. This “user first” mentality is step one 
in the highly competitive and fragmented mobile local search space. All other success factors will 
follow from first having a product-driven and consumer-centric orientation.  

 

The topic of this report is the core focus of BIA/Kelsey's NATIONAL conference taking place 
March 25-27 in Dallas. Visit http://www.biakelsey.com/national to learn more. 

  

 

http://www.biakelsey.com/national/
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About BIA/Kelsey 

 

BIA/Kelsey is a market research and analyst firm that focuses on all things local. Local media is an 
increasingly dynamic area of ad spending, and is quickly evolving with emerging digital platforms like 
mobile, social and search.  

Over the past three decades, BIA/Kelsey has been an authority on these developing technologies as well 
as their forbearers in traditional media, which continue to transform as they likewise compete for local ad 
dollars and consumer affinity.  

Through a growing suite of products that include research reports, articles, conferences, and client 
consulting, BIA/Kelsey analyzes the business, financial, social and technology trends affecting local media.  

Readers, event attendees, partners and clients are given the inside track on critical data, analysis, and 
recommendations needed to grow and transform in a rapidly evolving media and advertising landscape.  
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Appendix: Case Study: The Old Spaghetti Factory 
In a project that compared sales using several criteria – including year-over-year change, return-on-
investment and reach of message – The Old Spaghetti Factory sought to identify the value of Facebook 
ads. The business is a family-owned chain of about 40 Italian-themed casual dining restaurants.  

Working with MomentFeed, the chain’s parent company, OSF International focused on 19 pilot locations 
in the St. Louis area. It identified 650,000 unique Facebook users who lived near one of those restaurants, 
and also set up a "control" group using 19 locations in a separate market. 

The pilot area received location-specific content, promoted posts and material targeted to customers 
located near each specific restaurant. In the control areas, OSF's Facebook presence offered generic 
content promotion a special menu item; there were no paid promotions, simply organic distribution.  

The pilot project ran for nine weeks, split into two three-week campaign segments and a three-week 
hiatus between the campaigns. OSF spent $1,000 in ads and promoted posts for each campaign period 
(i.e. a total of $2,000 for the entire campaign).  

The Result: The campaign triggered nearly 7,200 incremental customer transactions and generated a 4.7 
percent increase in sales growth during the target period. Overall, with significantly higher transactions in 
the pilot group, OSF saw a 30-fold return on investment. 

"The pilot provided us with a clear picture of the return on our Facebook ad spend – including a real 
increase in customer transactions in our restaurants,” said Ryan Durrett, director of marketing, OSF 
International. “It clearly demonstrated the impact a Facebook ad campaign can have when you provide a 
relevant local call-to-action in the communities your serve." 

Elle Morgan, MomentFeed's marketing manager, points out that when customers "liked" the page or 
became a fan, their responses allowed OSF to reach friends of fans through organic and lower-priced 
messaging. It all came down to placing relevant local ads on Facebook, she says. 

"Even without any ad spend, you'll reach more people on Facebook," she said. "Businesses showing the 
greatest success in social and engagement today are doing three things:  curating, sharing and engaging 
with user-generated content."  

Morgan further emphasizes engagement tactics – built on a platform – that encourage customers to 
comment, "like" and submit photos. MomentFeed stimulates such customer interaction with frequent 
responses and feedback in the threads about experiences at the restaurants.  

This makes the feedback "frequent and in a way that scales across hundreds or thousands of locations," as 
Morgan puts it. MomentFeed likes Facebook because it can see demographics. It also allows advertisers 
to conduct lots of competitive analysis and see how it’s performing versus competitors.  

"Everything we do now tries to tie social engagement to sales," Morgan explains. "Our whole strategy is to 
connect social advertising to foot traffic and sales. All campaigns have a call to action."  She says such 
calls can be as simple as a click for directions or to obtain coupons – anything that measures responses. 
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Figure 7: The Results: Higher Post-Easter Sales Recovery 

 

Source: MomentFeed 
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